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Abstract

The combined HERA data on charm production in deep inelasticscattering have re-
cently been used to determine the charm quark running massmc(mc) in theMS renorma-
lisation scheme. The same data are used differentially as a function of the photon virtuality
Q2 to evaluate the charm quark running mass at different scalesto one-loop order. The scale
dependence of the mass is found to be consistent with QCD expectations, and a graphical
representation of the charm mass running, similar to the representation of the beauty mass
running from LEP data, is obtained from data for the first time.



1 Introduction

In the MS scheme of perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD), the values of all basic
QCD parameters depend on the scale at which they are evaluated. The scale dependence (’run-
ning’) of the strong coupling constantαs has first been established from jet production ate+e−

colliders such as the PETRA collider at DESY [1] and is by now avery well tested property of
QCD which can also be extracted from jet production at HERA [2], Tevatron [3] or LHC [4].

The scale dependence of the masses of heavy quarks can likewise be evaluated perturba-
tively. The running of theMS beauty quark mass has been established from measurementsat
the LEPe+e− collider [5]. An explicit determination of the running of the charm quark mass
had not yet been performed so far. Here, we will use the combined HERA data [6] on charm
production in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) (Fig. 1) to extract such a determination. These data
have recently been used for several determinations of the charm quark running massmc(mc) in
theMS renormalisation scheme [6,7].

2 Principle of the measurement

The principle of this measurement is the following. The reduced cross section for charm pro-
duction is obtained from a convolution of charm production matrix elements with appropriate
parton density functions (PDF). Both of these depend on the value of the charm quark mass
and on other theoretical and phenomenological parameters.A set of PDFs in the fixed flavour
number scheme (FFNS) is extracted from inclusive DIS HERA data [8] using exactly the same
setup as the one used in a previous publication [6], but varying the charm mass. For each charm
quark mass hypothesis, predictions for the reduced charm cross section are obtained using the
corresponding PDF and are compared to corresponding charm data [6]. Theχ2 distribution of
this comparison (Fig. 2) is used to extract the value of the charm quark massmc(mc). In con-
trast to earlier determinations, the charm data are subdivided into several kinematic intervals
according to the virtuality of the exchanged photon (Table 1and Fig. 1). A value ofmc(mc) is
extracted separately for each interval (Fig. 3). As to be expected from Fig. 1, the data are always
well described. Themc(mc) value is obtained assuming the running of bothαs andmc as pre-
dicted by QCD. However, each measurement is performed with data originating from collisions
at a typical scale ofµ =

√

Q2 + 4m2
c . Thus, if each measurement is reinterpreted in terms

of a value ofmc(µ) at this scale (Fig. 4), the effect of the initial assumption of QCD running
on the interpretation of the measurement is minimised. The comparison ofmc(µ) at different
scales with the expected running behaviour (Fig. 4) yields anontrivial consistency check of the
charm mass running. This method is conceptually similar to the procedure of extracting the
running ofαs(µ) from jet production at different transverse energy scales or at differente+e−

centre-of-mass energies.

3 Theory

QCD predictions for the reduced charm cross sections were obtained at next-to-leading order
(NLO) in pQCD (O(αs)

2) using the OPENQCDRAD package [9] as available in HERAFitter
[8,10], which is based on the ABM implementation [11] of charm calculations in the 3-flavour
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FFNS scheme. The calculations used the same settings and parametrisations as those used for
the earlier measurement ofmc(mc) [6]. In addition, scale variations were applied as in [7].
For all explicit charm mass running calculations the one-loop formula [12] is used, which is
consistent with the one used implicitly in OPENQCDRAD.

As a result, the following parameters and their variations are thus used in the calculations

• MS running mass of the charm quark, varied within the rangemc(mc) = 1 GeV to
mc(mc) = 1.5 GeV in several steps (Fig. 2);

• strong coupling constant α
nf =3

s (MZ) = 0.105± 0.002, corresponding toα
nf=5

s (MZ) =
0.116 ± 0.002;

• the proton structure is described by a series of FFNS variants of the HERAPDF1.0
set [8] at NLO, evaluated for the respective charm mass, forα

nf =3

s (MZ) = 0.105±0.002.
Charm measurements are not included in these fits, such that the effect of the choice of the
charm mass is small. The PDF uncertainties are calculated according to the HERAPDF1.0
prescription [8].

• renormalisation and factorisation scales µf = µr =
√

Q2 + 4mc(mc)2, varied simul-
taneously up or down by a factor of two.

4 Discussion and conclusions

The running of the charm massmc(µ) in theMS scheme (Fig. 4) is measured for the first time
from the combined HERA charm reduced cross section data, andfound to be consistent with
expectations from QCD. Within the limited scale range of each subset of the charm data used for
the measurement ofmc(µ), the charm mass running is implicitly assumed as part of the QCD
theory input. Therefore this measurement is not fully unbiased. However, the implicit bias of
each individualmc(µ) value is much smaller than the one of the earlier extractionsof a single
mc(mc) value [6, 7] from the complete data set. Furthermore, the PDG[13] value ofmc(mc)
indicated in Figs. 3 and 4 is mainly obtained from lattice gauge theory and time-like processes
at scales in the vicinity of the charm quark mass at which its value is displayed. Therefore this
is an important consistency check, similar in spirit to earlier evaluations of the running ofmb [5]
or of the running ofαs [1–4].
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interval Q2 range [GeV2]
1 2.5-7
2 12-18
3 32-60
4 120-200
5 350-650
6 2000

Table 1: Q2 intervals used for the measurement ofmc(µ) with µ =
√

Q2 + 4mc(mc)2. The
intervals have been chosen to be roughly equidistant inlog µ. The firstQ2 interval is larger than
the others since the4mc(mc)

2 term dominates.
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Figure 1: Reduced cross section for charm production in deepinelastic scattering [6] as a func-
tion of the Bjorken scaling variablex for different values of photon virtualityQ2 (points). Also
shown are NLO and approximate NNLO QCD predictions [11] (bands) using theMS running
mass scheme. They describe the data well. The measurements are grouped into six subsets in
Q2, as indicated by the numbers and thick boxes, and detailed inTable 1.
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Figure 2:χ2 of the comparison of the FFNS NLO QCD prediction to the charm reduced cross
sections in the firstQ2 interval, 2.5-7 GeV2, of Fig. 1, for different values of the charm quark
massmc(mc) in the MS running mass scheme (points). The line shows a parabolic fit to the
points. The minimum yields the measured charm mass, while the fit uncertainty is obtained
from ∆χ2 = 1.
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Figure 3: Measured charm massmc(mc) in the MS running mass scheme obtained indepen-
dentely from the six differentQ2 subsets of Fig. 1 (black points). Each result is displayed
at a scaleµ =

√

〈Q2〉 + 4mc(mc)2, where〈Q2〉 is the logarithmic averageQ2 of the subset.
The outer error bars show the fit uncertainty and the model, parametrisation [6] and theoretical
systematic uncertainties (section 3) added in quadrature.The inner error bars show the same
uncertainties excluding the uncertainties arising from the variation of the QCD renormalisation
and factorisation scales. The red point at scalemc and the associated band is the PDG world
average [13].
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Figure 4: Measured charm massmc(µ) in the MS running mass scheme as a function of the
scaleµ as defined in Fig. 3 (black points). The error bars correspondto the inner error bars
shown in Fig. 3. The red point at scalemc is the PDG world average [13] and the band is its
expected running [12]. The data are consistent with this running.
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